CITY OF ORANGE TRAFFIC COMMITTEE

AGENDA
10 NOVEMBER 2020
Notice is hereby given, in accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Act 1993
that a CITY OF ORANGE TRAFFIC COMMITTEE MEETING of ORANGE CITY COUNCIL will be
held in the GIYALANG GANYA MEETING ROOM, LORDS PLACE, ORANGE on Tuesday,
10 November 2020 commencing at 9.30AM.

David Waddell
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
For apologies please contact Jason Theakstone on 6393 8505.

CITY OF ORANGE TRAFFIC COMMITTEE

10 NOVEMBER 2020

AGENDA
EVACUATION PROCEDURE
In the event of an emergency, the building may be evacuated. You will be required to vacate the building. The
Committee Clerk will now identify the emergency muster point.
Under no circumstances is anyone permitted to re-enter the building until the all clear has been given and the
area deemed safe by authorised personnel.
In the event of an evacuation, a member of Council staff will assist any member of the public with a disability
to vacate the building.
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INTRODUCTION

MEMBERS
Cr R Turner (Chairperson), Mr Richard Drooger, Sgt Adam Cornish, Mr Geoff Lewis, Chief
Executive Officer, Director Technical Services, Manager Development Assessments, Strategic
Planning and Design Engineer, Road Safety Officer, Works Manager, Manager Engineering
Services, Communications Officer, Divisional Administration Officer
1.1

APOLOGIES AND LEAVE OF ABSENCE

1.2

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY

I would like to acknowledge the Wiradjuri people who are the Traditional Custodians of the
Land. I would also like to pay respect to the Elders both past and present of the Wiradjuri
Nation and extend that respect to other Aboriginal Australians who are present.
1.3

DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY INTERESTS, SIGNIFICANT NON-PECUNIARY INTERESTS
AND LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT NON-PECUNIARY INTERESTS

The provisions of Chapter 14 of the Local Government Act, 1993 (the Act) regulate the way
in which Councillors and designated staff of Council conduct themselves to ensure that
there is no conflict between their private interests and their public role.
The Act prescribes that where a member of Council (or a Committee of Council) has a direct
or indirect financial (pecuniary) interest in a matter to be considered at a meeting of the
Council (or Committee), that interest must be disclosed as soon as practicable after the start
of the meeting and the reasons given for declaring such interest.
As members are aware, the provisions of the Local Government Act restrict any member
who has declared a pecuniary interest in any matter from participating in the discussion or
voting on that matter, and requires that member to vacate the Chamber.
Council’s Code of Conduct provides that if members have a non-pecuniary conflict of
interest, the nature of the conflict must be disclosed. The Code of Conduct also provides for
a number of ways in which a member may manage non pecuniary conflicts of interest.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that Committee Members now disclose any conflicts of interest in
matters under consideration by the City of Orange Traffic Committee at this meeting.

2

PREVIOUS MINUTES

RECOMMENDATION
That the Minutes of the Meeting of the City of Orange Traffic Committee held on 13 October
2020 (copies of which were circulated to all members) be and are hereby confirmed as a
true and accurate records of the proceedings of the City of Orange Traffic Committee
meeting held on 13 October 2020.
ATTACHMENTS
1
Minutes of the Meeting of the City of Orange Traffic Committee held on 13 October
2020
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ORANGE CITY COUNCIL
MINUTES OF THE

CITY OF ORANGE TRAFFIC COMMITTEE
HELD IN COMMITTEE ROOM 3, CIVIC CENTRE, BYNG STREET, ORANGE
ON 13 OCTOBER 2020
COMMENCING AT 9.30AM

1

INTRODUCTION

ATTENDANCE
Cr R Turner (Chairperson), Sgt Peter Foran, Mr Geoff Lewis, Mr D Vant, Strategic Planning
and Design Engineer, Works Manager, Manager Engineering Services, Senior Parking Officer,
Parking Attendant, Divisional Administration Officer

1.1

Apologies and Leave of Absence

RECOMMENDATION

Cr R Turner/Mr G Lewis

That the apologies be accepted from Chief Inspector David Harvey and Mr Richard Drooger for
the City of Orange Traffic Committee meeting on 13 October 2020.
1.2

Acknowledgement of Country

The Chairperson conducted the Acknowledgement of Country.
1.3

Declaration of pecuniary interests, significant non-pecuniary interests and less than
significant non-pecuniary interests

Nil

2

PREVIOUS MINUTES

RECOMMENDATION

Mr G Lewis/Cr R Turner

That the Minutes of the Meeting of the City of Orange Traffic Committee held on
8 September 2020 (copies of which were circulated to all members) be and are hereby
confirmed as a true and accurate record of the proceedings of the City of Orange Traffic
Committee meeting held on 8 September 2020.

MINUTES OF CITY OF ORANGE TRAFFIC COMMITTEE

3

13 OCTOBER 2020

GENERAL REPORTS

3.1 PRINCE STREET (SALE TO ANSON) ROAD CLOSURE FOR DPI OPENING
TRIM REFERENCE:
2020/1970
RECOMMENDATION

Mr G Lewis/Cr R Turner

That Council close Prince Street (Sale to Anson) from 9am to 12noon on Tuesday
3 November 2020.

3.2 BUS SIGNS AT CANOBOLAS PUBLIC SCHOOL
TRIM REFERENCE:
2020/1813
RECOMMENDATION
That the bus zone times at Canobolas Public School be changed to 9.00am – 9.15am and
3.15pm – 3.30pm subject to the approval of Apple City buses.

3.3 SEATON STREET SPRING HILL SCHOOL TRAFFIC CONCERNS
TRIM REFERENCE:
2020/1971
RECOMMENDATION
1

That Council install 100m of BB lines on Seaton Street from the intersection of Carcoar
Street to Lucknow Street, install No Stopping signs at the intersection of Seaton Street
and Carcoar Street and a further 20m of No Parking zone (Kiss and Drop) on the
southern side of Seaton Street as per Figure A between 8:30am - 9:30am weekday
mornings.

2

That the Road Safety Officer carry out inspects prior to the implementation of each
measure and report back to the Committee.

GENERAL BUSINESS
 The Senior Parking Officer advised that the changes made to parking (parallel to angle)
at Bletchington Public School are working well. Have been fewer fines issued.


The movement of the pedestrian crossing on Coronation Drive, near Orange High
School, is an improvement.

THE MEETING CLOSED AT 9.55AM.
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GENERAL REPORTS

3.1 SPRING HILL LEVEL CROSSING
RECORD NUMBER:
2020/2175
AUTHOR:
Wayne Gailey, Works Manager
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
John Holland Rail have approached Council following a recent near miss incident at the
Spring Hill level crossing between the XPT service and a commuter vehicle which allegedly
disobeyed the active signals at the time. John Holland have confirmed that it is their
intention to upgrade the crossing to include automatic boom gates in the current financial
year. This report makes additional recommendations to alter the intersection arrangements
immediately west of the level crossing to help discourage similar behaviour and generally
improve the safety of the intersection environment.
LINK TO DELIVERY/OPERATIONAL PLAN
The recommendation in this report relates to the Delivery/Operational Plan strategy “9.1
Preserve - Construct and maintain a road network meets the community’s transport and
infrastructure needs”.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Estimate for new linemarking and stop sign installation $1,800
POLICY AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
Nil
RECOMMENDATION
That Council install stop signs and double barrier line marking at the Chapman Street and
Spring Street intersection as per figure 2 in this report.
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Consideration has been given to the recommendation’s impact on Council’s service delivery;
image and reputation; political; environmental; health and safety; employees; stakeholders
and project management; and no further implications or risks have been identified.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
John Holland Rail have approached Council following a recent near miss incident at the
Spring Hill level crossing between the XPT service and a commuter vehicle. It is alleged that
a vehicle heading in an easterly direction along Whiley Road ignored the active signals at the
crossing and cut across in front of the southbound XPT service with only 20m clearance. The
train driver did not have an opportunity to apply the emergency braking.
No vehicle registration was recorded by the train driver and it was not known whether the
vehicle approached the crossing from Chapman Street or Spring Street.
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A subsequent meeting was held on site with John Holland safety officers and Council staff to
inspect the current conditions and discuss possible contributing factors.
At the site meeting, John Holland staff confirmed that it is their intention to upgrade the
crossing to include automatic boom gates in the current financial year which should greatly
assist in deterring this behaviour. However, as the matter is one of Work, Health and Safety
for John Holland in addition to public safety, further exploration of possible contributing
factors was undertaken.
Generally, it was noted that all level crossing related signs, lines and active signals in and on
the approach to the level crossing were either in compliance with, or exceeded current
delineation guidelines. Further, no sight distance issues could be identified for vehicles
approaching the crossing.

Figure 1. General arrangements

It was theorised that the commuter vehicle may have approached in an easterly direction
from Chapman Street and accelerated through the give way signs at the Spring Street
intersection. Upon inspection, it was noted that the intersection is poorly defined and
encourages traffic to use the intersection in an unsafe manner as the approach is not
perpendicular to the through road and sight distance is compromised by the position of the
give way holding line and a nearby street tree on the road verge to the north.
To improve safety at the intersection through reduced movement, speed and sight distance
improvements, it is proposed to:
1 Replace the give way signs with stop signs (R1-1) across Chapman Street;
2 Move the stop line forward of the current holding line;
3 Install double barrier lines for 30m on Chapman Street and approach the intersection
perpendicular to the through road, as per figure 2 below.
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Figure 2: Proposed Stop sign and line marking
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3.2 RACECOURSE ROAD AND KENNA STREET INTERSECTION
RECORD NUMBER:
2020/2221
AUTHOR:
Jason Theakstone, Manager Engineering Services
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council has received a complaint about people parking close to the Racecourse Road and
Kenna Street intersection.
LINK TO DELIVERY/OPERATIONAL PLAN
The recommendation in this report relates to the Delivery/Operational Plan strategy “9.1
Preserve - Construct and maintain a road network meets the community’s transport and
infrastructure needs”.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
$2,000 to be funded from the sign budget.
POLICY AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
Nil
RECOMMENDATION
That Council install “No Stopping” signs at the Racecourse Road and Kenna Street
intersection as per Figure A of this report.
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Consideration has been given to the recommendation’s impact on Council’s service delivery;
image and reputation; political; environmental; health and safety; employees; stakeholders
and project management; and no further implications or risks have been identified.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Council has received a complaint about people parking close to the Racecourse Road and
Kenna Street intersection.
The complainant claims this parking is obscuring sight distance to the west when exiting
Kenna Street. There is no history of crashes at the intersection within the current crash
period.
It is recommended that Council install “No Stopping” signs 10m from the corner at the
intersection as per Figure A below:
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3.3 DALTON / CLINTON AND DALTON / SAMPSON INTERSECTIONS CHANGE OF PRIORITY
RECORD NUMBER:
2020/2220
AUTHOR:
Jason Theakstone, Manager Engineering Services
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to demonstrate, using Metro Count Data, why Dalton Street
should have priority over Sampson Street and Clinton Street at their respective
intersections. This would allow Dalton Street to have either full priority or equal priority
from Burrendong Way to Ophir Road. Dalton Street could then be utilized more frequently
by road users as a thoroughfare East and West across Orange.
LINK TO DELIVERY/OPERATIONAL PLAN
The recommendation in this report relates to the Delivery/Operational Plan strategy “9.1
Preserve - Construct and maintain a road network meets the community’s transport and
infrastructure needs”.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
$10,000 to be funded from the sign budget.
POLICY AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
Nil
RECOMMENDATION
That Council change the priority of Dalton/Sampson and Dalton/Clinton intersections to
give Dalton Street the priority.
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Consideration has been given to the recommendation’s impact on Council’s service delivery;
image and reputation; political; environmental; health and safety; employees; stakeholders
and project management; and no further implications or risks have been identified.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Introduction:
This report was drafted by Council’s Cadet Engineer, Georgie Willis and acknowledgement
should be directed to her efforts in researching and drafting this report.
The purpose of this report is to demonstrate, using Metro Count Data, why Dalton Street
should have priority over Sampson Street and Clinton Street at their respective
intersections. This would allow Dalton Street to have either full priority or equal priority
from Burrendong Way to Ophir Road. Dalton Street could then be utilized more frequently
by road users as a thoroughfare East and West across Orange.
Sampson Street:
The traffic classifiers were located south of the Dalton Street and Sampson Street
intersection (Red Arrows).
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3.3 Dalton / Clinton and Dalton / Sampson intersections change of priority
The daily average based on a week (Monday to Sunday) was 1457 vehicles per day.
The data can also be split into northbound and southbound, providing information on which
specific direction vehicles are travelling. For this counter, the northbound daily average
(based on a week) is 735 vehicles per day. The southbound daily average (based on a week)
is 723 vehicles per day. Therefore, on average 12 more vehicles per day travel northbound
compared to southbound.

Clinton Street:
The counters were located south of the Dalton Street and Clinton Street Intersection (Blue
Arrows).
The daily average based on a week (Monday to Sunday) was 950 vehicles per day.
The data can also be split into northbound and southbound, providing information on which
specific direction vehicles are travelling. For this counter, the northbound daily average
(based on a week) is 415 vehicles per day. The southbound daily average (based on a week)
is 535 vehicles per day. Therefore, on average 120 more vehicles per day travel southbound
compared to northbound.
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3.3 Dalton / Clinton and Dalton / Sampson intersections change of priority

Dalton Street:
The counters were located on Dalton Street, between Sampson Street and Clinton Street
(Green Arrows).
The daily average based on a week (Monday to Sunday) was 2003 vehicles per day.
The data can also be split into northbound and southbound, providing information on which
specific direction vehicles are travelling. For this counter, the westbound daily average
(based on a week) is 997 vehicles per day. The eastbound daily average (based on a week)
is 1006 vehicles per day. Therefore, on average 9 more vehicles per day travel eastbound
compared to westbound.
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3.3 Dalton / Clinton and Dalton / Sampson intersections change of priority

Crash Data:
The following crash data is supplied to assist in determining this recommendation,
Dalton Sampson Intersection
 2014 – Cross Traffic (dry, daylight), travelling east
 2018 – Cross Traffic (wet, daylight), travelling east
 2019 – Cross Traffic (dry, daylight), travelling west
This intersection has 3 crashes from 2014 to 2019. Each of the crashes was a Cross Traffic,
meaning a vehicle travelling from the north or south has been impacted by a vehicle
travelling east or west (like a “T Bone”).
If the priority was changed at this intersection it would allow the eastbound and westbound
traffic to have right of way across the intersection, hence reducing the ratio of crashes by
37%, 2003:1457 to 1457:2003.
Dalton Clinton Intersection





2014 – Cross Traffic (dry, darkness), travelling west
2015 – Left Near (dry, daylight), travelling west
2018 – Cross Traffic (dry, daylight), travelling west
2019 – Other Adjacent (dry, daylight), travelling east

This intersection has 4 crashes from 2014 to 2019. The 2 Cross Traffic crashes were similar
to the crashes at the Dalton Sampson Intersection (T Bone). A Left Near crash indicates a
vehicle travelling west along Dalton has gone to turn left into Clinton (heading south) and a
car also travelling south along Clinton has hit the first car. An Other Adjacent crash is an
intersection crash that was either not recorded or unable to conclude which type of crash
occurred.
If the priority was changed at this intersection, it would allow the eastbound and westbound
traffic to have right of way across the intersection, hence reducing the ratio of crashes by
53%, 2003:950 to 950:2003.
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3.3 Dalton / Clinton and Dalton / Sampson intersections change of priority
Conclusion:
The data above clearly demonstrates that there are more vehicles travelling along Dalton
Street compared to both Sampson Street and Clinton Street. This can be seen in a summary
table below. Therefore, changing the priority to benefit Dalton Street at these two
intersections would be an appropriate decision, based on the data gathered.
Street/Location of Counter

Vehicles per day (average)

Dalton Street (between Sampson and 2003
Clinton)
Sampson Street (south of Dalton)

1457

Clinton Street (south of Dalton)

950
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3.4 CORONATION DRIVE PEDESTRIAN CROSSING LINES AND SIGNS
RECORD NUMBER:
2020/2222
AUTHOR:
Jason Theakstone, Manager Engineering Services
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report serves to adopt the new Coronation Drive Lines and Signs.
LINK TO DELIVERY/OPERATIONAL PLAN
The recommendation in this report relates to the Delivery/Operational Plan strategy “9.1
Preserve - Construct and maintain a road network meets the community’s transport and
infrastructure needs”.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Funded from Safer Roads (Blackspot).
POLICY AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
Nil
RECOMMENDATION
That Council adopt Coronation Drive (TF 223) Lines and Signs.
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Consideration has been given to the recommendation’s impact on Council’s service delivery;
image and reputation; political; environmental; health and safety; employees; stakeholders
and project management; and no further implications or risks have been identified.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
This report serves to adopt the new Coronation Drive Lines and Signs in retrospect.
Council has been awarded funding under the Safer Roads programme to renew the
Coronation Drive pedestrian crossing after two pedestrian crashes occurring within the
current crash period.
The changes to the crossing include:
1 Moving the crossing to the east;
2 Removing the pedestrian refuge; and
3 Extending the kerb extension.
The design is annexed to this report and is presented for line and sign adoption.
ATTACHMENTS
1
Coronation - Kenna, IC20/24033
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3.5 TAXI U-TURNS IN ANSON STREET IN FRONT OF EX-SERVICES CLUB
RECORD NUMBER:
2020/2223
AUTHOR:
Jason Theakstone, Manager Engineering Services
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Orange Taxi Co-op have asked Council to consider allowing taxis to undertake a U-turn
manoeuvre over the centre lay back in Anson Street.
LINK TO DELIVERY/OPERATIONAL PLAN
The recommendation in this report relates to the Delivery/Operational Plan strategy “9.1
Preserve - Construct and maintain a road network meets the community’s transport and
infrastructure needs”.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Nil
POLICY AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS
Nil
RECOMMENDATION
That Council allow Taxis to undertake a U-Turn at the Anson Street layback near the ExServices Club.
FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Consideration has been given to the recommendation’s impact on Council’s service delivery;
image and reputation; political; environmental; health and safety; employees; stakeholders
and project management; and no further implications or risks have been identified.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
The Orange Taxi Co-op have asked Council to consider allowing taxis to undertake a U-turn
manoeuvre over the centre lay back in Anson Street as to pick up people from the ExServices Club when driving from the north.
The existing layback is signposted “Emergency Vehicles Excepted”.
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Legally drivers are permitted to undertake U-turns mid-block or where there is a break in
the median if there isn’t a “No U-turn” sign and on the provision they give way to vehicles
and pedestrians.
It is recommended that Council allow Taxis to make the U-turn manoeuvre.
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